Welcome to the Munster CANADA DAY Scavenger Hunt for
TEENS AND ADULTS
Before we begin, there are a few things to know:
●

All your ‘clues’ are hidden all around Munster. (Blue signs to blue signs)
● Below are useful hints to find your ‘clues’.
● Note that this hunt pays tribute to the teachings of the Four Sacred Directions.
● The Owlshead Quadrant will be labeled the West quadrant.
● The Butterfield Quadrant will be the North quadrant.
● The Coldstream Quadrant will be labeled the East quadrant
● The Dogwood Quadrant will be the South quadrant
● On all ‘clue’ pictures, there will be a letter. It is very important you write all the letters
down on a sheet of paper or take a picture with your phone..
● Once you have all 13 ‘clues’ found and their letters, you can now decipher the mystery 2
words that those letters create.
● Once you have deciphered the two worded answer, email Laura at
lauraleephotography@hotmail.ca (please note it is .ca and NOT .com) with your first and
last name, your answer (2 final words). In the subject bar, please put TEEN/ADULT so I
know the hunt you completed.
● Please DO NOT TOUCH OR MOVE anything and keep socially distanced from others.
● You have from June 27th-July 4th to complete the hunt.
● Winner will be picked by random draw from those who complete the hunt and give
the correct final word. Prize valued at $225

CLUES:
In the East, you will look for the colour Yellow which represents the Spirit. You
will find the morning sunrise, the eagle soaring high and the tobacco plant so
that you can communicate with the spirit world.
In the South, you will look for the colour Red which represents Emotion. You will
find the coyote, and cedar there.
In the West, you will look for the colour Black which represents the Physical self.
The bear awaits you, and sage will be needed, as it is a powerful medicine.
Lastly, look to the North for the colour White, which represents the Mind. Watch
out for deer crossing. The braided sweetgrass will bring forth positive energies.

